The best of both hygiene & effeciency

Vikan deck scrubs

Unique products for
unique challenges
Let the brush do the scrubbing
Vikan deck scrubs can optimize hygiene when the correct brush is
used in relation to the task and floor type. By using the right Vikan
deck scrub you can remove dirt and stains quickly and effectively so
you do not have to compromise between hygiene and efficiency.
High-Low Deck Scrub

Select the right deck scrub for the job
Our range of deck scrubs cover all the needs for professional
cleaning where hygiene is essential. To achieve the highest efficiency
and hygiene, it is important to use the right deck scrub for the job.
That is why Vikan offers a range of color-coded deck scrubs in
varying bristle length, stiffness and angle in order to remove dirt and

Stiff Waterfed Deck Scrub

stains efficiently even in hard to reach areas.

Angled deck scrub
What: 	A deck scrub with stiff, angled multi-length bristles.
Where: 	In areas that have awkward recesses like floor grates, corners & along
skirting boards where dirt can accumulate.
Why: 	As the user applies preasure, the multi-length bristles spread out and
extend into hard to reach areas.

Tank brush
What: 	A tank brush with bristles angled to form an oval-shaped head.
Where:	Effective for scrubbing the inside and outside of large industrial tanks
and other equipment with rounded surfaces. It also fits well into large
channel drains.
Why: 	The bristles extend in many angles to clean difficult areas and curved surfaces of equipment.

Waterfed deck scrub
What: 	A deck scrub with short stiff bristles and a water fed feature allowing water
to flow through a waterfed handle and brush to the cleaning surface.
Where: 	Heavily soiled areas, where dirt can be sticky. This brush is designed to
be highly effective in deep cleaning periods or generally on uneven floors
like checker plate, treated anti-slip & raw cement floors.
Why: 	The extra short bristles allow the user to push down with greater force than
other brushes on floor surfaces that offer resistance.

High-Low brush
What: 	A deck scrub with firm bristles in an angled base.
Where:	For cleaning floor surfaces under machinery, transport belts, food
preparation tables and work tops. It can also be used on walls
and on skirtings where the wall meets the floor.
Why: 	The angled base ensures that the brush head is always in contact with the surface.

Wide deck scrub
What:

A scrubbing broom with a wide base and firm longer bristles.

Where: 	Works well on all floor surfaces, especially smooth floors like epoxy coated
or tiled surfaces, and also around holes or indentations in the floor.
Why: 	The longer bristles thoroughly reach into grouting and indentations. The easy
movement and friction of the bristles means the user does not need to apply
as much force to clean effectively.

Angle-adjustable washing brush
What: 	A waterfed washing brush with very soft, split bristles.
Where:	The bristles are soft enough to be used on sensitive equipment, and
hold enough water or cleaning agent to effectively clean walls.
Why: 	The neck angle is adjustable to allow the user to clean in difficult to reach
areas or at extended lengths.
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Angled deck scrub
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle Length

Block Width

7044

Stiff

1.5—1.75 in

9 in

Tank brush
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle Length

Block Width

7037

Stiff

1.5 in

8 in

7039

Medium

1.5 in

8 in

Waterfed deck scrub
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle Length

Block Width

7041

Stiff

1 in

11 in

7043

Medium

1.3 in

11 in

High-Low brush
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle Length

Block Width

7047

Medium

1.5 in

10 in

Wide deck scrub
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle Length

Block Width

7060

Stiff

1.7 in

12 in

7061

Soft

1.7 in

12 in

7062

Stiff

1.8 in

19 in

Angle-adjustable washing brush
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle Length

Block Width

7067

Soft/Split

1.5 in

8 in

Fully updated product specifications are available at Vikan.com.

See deck scrubs online at remcoproducts.com
Available in the U.S. from:
REMCO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Tel.: (317) 876-9856
Fax: (800) 585-8619
www.remcoproducts.com
sales@remcoproducts.com
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